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Checkpoint One Deliverable

Tech Primer
Web3 Background

When the internet was born, websites were read-only, filled with hyperlinks leading to
other websites. All users saw the same content on every website. Then came Web 2.0 –
dynamically displayed content on the web. Hosts such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter all
store our information, presenting a feed of posts based on our likes, dislikes, and account info.

With Web3, rather than having large corporations own our data, users of the internet are
looking to decentralize ownership. This is where blockchain technology comes into play. The
blockchain, a chain of information everyone has access to, adds barriers to add, remove, or
change information stored on it, making it much harder for fraudulent attacks, thus keeping the
info safe and secure. There are many different blockchains available for use: Ethereum, Bitcoin,
Cardano, Solana.

NFTs
NFTs, non-fungible tokens, live on the blockchain. Fungibility is the idea of being able to

be replaced, however with NFTs when someone claims to be an owner of one, it is easily
verifiable and can not be replaced, hence its name. You will not own the file itself, since people
can download the file, but you have an authenticated file of purchase.

Also, they have no intrinsic value – they are only worth what someone else is willing to
pay for it. Right now, NFTs are mainly just bought and sold as collectible jpeg images. So why
would someone pay over $100,000 for a digital picture when they can just screenshot it? Well,
like previously mentioned, verifying ownership is simple with items stored on the blockchain. So
taking a screenshot of a priceless NFT and thinking it's worth something is like printing a picture
of the Mona Lisa and claiming it's the original.

DAO
A decentralized autonomous organization, also known as a DAO, is a government of

sorts. Holders of tokens within a community may vote on future plans such as upcoming
releases, movement of finances, etc. DAOs and NFTs go hand in hand. A DAO can be set up so
that only owners of a particular NFT will have a vote for any given proposal in the community.

Sources of Research
The Beginning

https://nftevening.com/what-is-a-dao-and-how-does-it-relate-to-nfts/


To kick start our journey into the realm of NFTs and blockchain, the group took a deep
dive into researching the origins of these concepts and how they work. Although we have all
tackled several challenging courses within the New Media Institute, NFTs were not a
technological sector we had explored in our prior curriculum—given that the concept is relatively
new and ever-changing. With the help of Professor Weatherford, we were able to access and
analyze several informative articles (NFTs for dummies, if you will), that helped our group of
NFT neophytes become slightly less terrified of the technological beast we were about to
conquer.

What is an NFT?
Starting simple, we began reading a few articles published by The Verge. These articles

answered our first of many questions: what is an NFT? An NFT is a non-fungible token that
functions usually as a part of a blockchain (NFTs, explained); although they are typically built on
the Ethereum blockchain, they may be created on any blockchain that supports smart contracts.
This token is often compared to a collector’s trading card, holding a unique value that can’t be
found anywhere else. The antithesis of bitcoin—NFTs are completely one-of-a-kind, whereas
bitcoin can be traded for one another (NFTs, explained), thus the name “non-fungible”.

What’s all the buzz about?
While beginning this project, most of our group had heard about NFTs as they have

become quite the phenomenon on social media and in news outlets. According to The Verge,
NFTs can take the form of several different digital entities, including drawings and music.
However, the selling and exchange of NFTs as digital art is what all the buzz is about.

Similar to fine art collecting, the selling of NFTs is all about ownership. Initially, the
thoughts going through our heads when seeing the extravagant prices of these digital art files
were: “Why would someone pay so much money for this picture of a ‘Gucci ghost’ when I can
download the file for free on my computer?” However, we quickly learned that the value of NFTs
stems from the authenticated purchase of the file, where having verified ownership of the
original art is where the $$$ is.

What is the blockchain?
Blockchain was another term that was new to many of our group members. After doing

some reading, we discovered that the blockchain is a digital distributed database that anyone
can make additions to and that isn’t controlled by any single person or entity (Blockchain,
explained).

Deeper Into NFTs
Collections, Alternatives, Marketplaces

Due to NFT’s relative newness, our research has mostly consisted of all the different
forms an NFT can take, rather than related products. Most NFT’s on the marketplace are sold as

https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq
https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq
https://www.thevhierge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq
https://niftygateway.com/marketplace/item/0x4140783cc1ba30653a0777126b122931e233ba14/1300010027
https://www.theverge.com/22654785/blockchain-explained-cryptocurrency-what-is-stake-nft
https://www.theverge.com/22654785/blockchain-explained-cryptocurrency-what-is-stake-nft
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-00053-8
https://www.producthunt.com/alternatives/nfts
https://www.creativebloq.com/features/nft-marketplaces


collections, meaning they share a common feature. Collections can range from art to
collectibles to games. Two well-known examples of collections are CryptoKitties, a game
centered around breedable, collectible creatures dubbed CryptoKitties, and the DGD Mafia, a
limited NFT collection of unique Digitally Generated Dogs envisioned, created, and distributed by
UGA Football players. There are also several NFT marketplaces, the biggest and most popular
being OpenSea, but other sites exist as well, such as Nifty Gateway, a marketplace for more
expensive NFTs, Rarible, a marketplace for rare media and sports collections, and Binance, one
of the largest marketplaces. Each platform virtually does the same thing, but appeals to a
different audience, with its own aesthetic and purpose, just like each NFT has its own aesthetic
and target audience.

First-Hand Experience
Creating a Metamask Account

Once everyone had a pretty solid foundation of knowledge on this subject, we decided to
familiarize ourselves with the process of selling NFTs through firsthand experience. Since NFTs
are bought and sold using cryptocurrency, we all started by setting up crypto accounts through
Metamask, a cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with the Ethereum blockchain through either
a mobile app or Chrome extension on web browsers. It works similarly to Venmo, except instead
of USD being sent between accounts, it’s ETH. Once we set up our wallets, we opened up
accounts on OpenSea, an online marketplace for NFTs, and linked our Metamask wallets to the
OpenSea accounts.

Navigating OpenSea
We then familiarized ourselves with the profile setup of OpenSea by creating our own

NFTs and organizing them into collections. To someone who has never made an NFT before, it
seems like it would be a convoluted process on some secret underground layer of the internet;
but in reality, it is almost similar to the process of posting something on Pinterest. Any kind of
digital file can be uploaded as an NFT. You simply go click the create button at the top of the
page and fill out the form that pops up. For a trial run, I used jpg photos. All I had to do was
upload the image file, name it, add a description, and hit the upload button. Once I repeated that
process, I took the five images I uploaded and added them to a new collection, which I was able
to do by going to the profile dropdown menu, clicking “my collections'', and hitting the “create a
collection” button.

How OpenSea Works
After that, we explored the rest of OpenSea, familiarizing ourselves with the layout of the

open market. It works similarly to eBay, where you can click on a product and either pay the full
price for the NFT or make a bid. Each product page also shows information such as previous
offers, price history, and a countdown for when sales will end. You can also visit users’ profiles
and see all of the NFTs they have uploaded for sale.

https://www.cryptokitties.co
https://www.theplayerslounge.io
https://opensea.io
https://niftygateway.com
https://rarible.com
https://www.binance.com/en/nft/home?ref=C2NIWDDM
https://metamask.io/download/
https://opensea.io/


The Aftermath
Knowing now how simple it is to create an NFT, we want to shift our focus more toward

the bounds of what we can use them for. NFTs can hold exclusive secret content that only the
owner of the NFT can access, which could have a multitude of practical applications. There are
also lots of communities for NFTs on platforms such as discords, where we can see the
interactions between crypto communities and see the way they offer exclusive early access to
products that people either want to collect or want to purchase now so they can sell later at a
higher price, similar to how people invest in certain stocks to resell.

Are They Really Worth Thousands
The Value of an NFT

The idea of how much value is held in NFTs was a recurring topic for the group. It is no
easy question to answer for a collective group because it's so tightly wound up in an individual’s
perspective. It is really only as valuable as people decide it is, and it’s all based on demand.
Because it is so new and transforming as quickly as we are exploring it, it can seem to be
exclusive to people that are a part of the tech community and those who are being immersed
into this realm, but it is honestly accessible to anyone, as you can see in our First-Hand
Experience section. An NFTs value comes from being unique and irreplaceable.

Four Factors of Value
The value is found with four factors in mind. One is the value behind the creator also

known as its underlying value. Who they are, what they do, are they known, all of these details
add to whether a person is more likely to buy and spend massive amounts of money on said
NFT. Two, the possibility of what it could be valued at in the future, or its potential value. Three is
the perception of the buyer, meaning how much value the buyer places on the item. For example,
if someone has a collection of cat paraphernalia, and they see this nice cat NFT that they just
have to have, they're more likely to place a higher value on the NFT, which could influence them
to spend more money compared to the average person. Finally, the fourth factor is the market
value. In the sense of how the creators' other pieces of artwork from their collections are being
valued, because if your creator’s other NFTs are being sold for $10,000 apiece, you can not try to
buy your cat NFT for $5,000, when the market value for their pieces is already defined.

https://cyberscrilla.com/why-are-nfts-so-valuable/

